CT-100H

CT-100V

Smart Driving Partner

Car Smartphone Cradle Series
CT-100 Series
·CT-100H
·CT-100V
·CT-100D

Extra-strong magnet and freely angle adjustment

Vent Magnetic Cradle
CT-100V
Easy Dial
Installation

Easy
Adjustment

Hook
Fixing

Powerful
Magnet

·Super magnet phone holder for installation of vehicle vent.

·Delicate angle adjustment is possible, so it does not obstruct the vent.
· Ergonomic dial design.

· Easy installation and operation.

Amazingly simple angle adjustment / Rotate 360º˚

Easy to rotate 360 degrees,
Once the fixed angle is not
changed.

Easily adjust the angle by
pressing the cradle body

Simple but solid installation

Ergonomically designed dial
The length of the hook is suffifor easy installation.
cient so that it can be installed in
the vents of almost any vehicle.

In-house developed super magnet

Smart phone can be installed
by avoiding the cooling
and heating of the vents.

Metal hook and dial allow
convenient and stable
installation.

Various settings for vehicle
environment and driver’s
preference

By applying ball hinge type,
fine angle adjustment
is possible

I phone

Galaxy Note

In-house of CENTRO developed
super neodymium.

Much stronger magnetism than general products
with four small neodymium

Wide smartphone, thick phone
case firmly fixed

Super strong magnet and super strong gel pad

Dashboard
Magnetic Cradle
CT-100D
Powerful Super
Magnet Gel pad

·Super magnet phone holder for vehicle mounted on windshield or dashboard.
·Stronger grip with gel pad.

Various length / Various angle

Length up to 5cm.

Rotation angle up to
180 degrees.

By applying ball hinge type,
fine angle adjustment
is possible

Super strong magnet / Super strong gel pad

In-house of CENTRO developed
super neodymium.

Unlocked

1 step

2 step

Stronger absorption with gel pad and fixing lever.

Various places / Various uses

Centro Dashboard Magnetic cradle can be used conveniently in various spaces as well as
the vehicle.

Easy separation using
protrusions

Detachable wireless charger

Wireless Charger
CT-100H
Wireless
Stable
Detachable
fast charging charging
mount

Automatic
grip

C-type
USB

Touch
sensor

IR infrared
sensor

·Smartphone Wireless Auto Rapid Charger.

·Detachable and can be wirelessly charged anywhere.
·Designed for various vehicle environments.

※ Please, use with super magnet cradle
CT-100V or CT-100D.

Detachable and can be wirelessly charged anywhere.

Centro’s unique design with
circular frame

Use with super strong
magnetic mount
CT-100V or CT-100D

The touch buttons are located on Detach head to enjoy wireless
both sides of the frame, making it
charging from anywhere.
easier to separate the phone.

Charging and mount various smartphones

8.6cm

Sensor responds only
at close range.

Rapid wireless charging begins
when phone is mounted.

Big size smartphone can be
stably mounted and charged.

The non-slip holder is widened to 8.6cm and wide smart
phone are also stabilized.

Easy separation

Separate the smartphone and cradle all at once.

Take it anywhere.

And enjoy wireless charging no matter where you are.

Car Life Styler

Now you can enjoy wireless charging
anywhere in your office or home.

Smart Driving Partner CT-100 Series

composition of smartphone cradle series for car
CENTRO Super magnet cradle
Dashboard Magnetic Cradle
CT-100D

Vent Magnetic Cradle
CT-100V

CENTRO
Wireless chaerger

Currently under development

CT-100F

CT-100H

Various products are planned to be mounted
on the super strong magnetic mount.

CENTRO Wireless charging package

CT-100V + CT-100H

CT-100D + CT-100H

Customer support center +82-1811-6790
Email hyfriend@hyfriend.co.kr www.hyfriend.co.kr

·Centro is made in KOREA.

CT-100V + CT-100H
CT-100D

Customer support center +82-1811-6790
Fax +82-31-217-6781
Email hyfriend@hyfriend.co.kr
www.hyfriend.co.kr

